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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new multicast delivery mechanism for bandwidth-demanding applications in IP networks. Our

mechanism, referred to as Multiple-destination Overlay Multicast (MOM), combines the advantages of IP multicast and overlay

multicast. We formulate the MOM routing problem as an optimization problem. We then design an algorithm based on Lagrangian

relaxation on our formulation and propose a distributed protocol based on the algorithm. For network operators, MOM consumes less

network bandwidth than both IP multicast and overlay multicast. For users, MOM uses less interface bandwidth than overlay multicast.

Index Terms—Application-layer multicast, overlay multicast.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MULTICAST is an efficient way of one-to-many and many-
to-many communications [1]. Each multicast group

consists of a set of members, and each member can be a sender
or receiver of the group. The sender of a multicast group
delivers data over a multicast tree to reach all receivers of the
group. For simplicity and robustness, current IP multicast
routing protocols [2], [3], [4], [5] rely on shortest path unicast
routing protocols to construct a multicast tree in the IP
network. Therefore, an IP multicast tree is a shortest-path
tree, which is a union of the shortest path from each member
to the root of the tree. Although finding a shortest-path tree is
not difficult, the bandwidth used in a shortest-path tree is not
optimal for multicast communications because the routing of
a shortest-path tree is inflexible. The path from the root to
each member is fixed in a shortest-path tree, regardless of the
identities and locations of other members. Consider Fig. 1, for
example, where Fig. 1a is an IP network topology, node 1 is
the root, and nodes 6, 11, and 13 are group members. With the
shortest-path tree (Fig. 1b), it takes 10 packet hops for
transmission, where a packet hop corresponds to sending a
packet over one hop. The path from node 1 to node 11 is
independent of the path from node 1 to node 13, even though
nodes 11 and 13 are quite close. The total bandwidth
consumption can be reduced by first sharing a common path
from node 1 to node 12 and then connecting nodes 11 and 13 to
node 12, but these paths are not the shortest paths in the IP
network. Therefore, the above example shows that a shortest-
path tree may induce higher bandwidth consumption.

Due to the slow deployment of IP multicast, an overlay
multicast, that is, application-layer multicast, is proposed to
construct a multicast tree in an overlay network. The
routing of an overlay multicast tree is more flexible than the
routing of an IP multicast tree because the path from the
root to each member is not constrained to be the shortest

path in the IP network. The path from the root to each
member in an overlay multicast tree can include other
members to relay data.

The bandwidth used in an overlay multicast tree
corresponds to the total bandwidth consumption of all
edges in the tree of the overlay network, where the
bandwidth consumption of an edge connecting two
members in the overlay network is the total bandwidth
consumption of the shortest path connecting the two
members in the IP network. Therefore, the overlay multicast
tree using the least amount of bandwidth is the minimum
spanning tree in the overlay network. Although the routing
for an overlay multicast tree is more flexible than the
routing for an IP multicast tree, each link in the IP network
needs to deliver an identical packet multiple times if the
link is located in the shortest paths from a member to more
than one other member. For example, in Fig. 1c, there are
eight packet hops in the overlay multicast tree. The links
from node 6 to node 12 deliver an identical packet twice
because node 6 sends the packet to nodes 11 and 13
individually. However, each link in an IP multicast tree
delivers each packet exactly once. Thus, an overlay multi-
cast tree is not guaranteed to use less bandwidth than an IP
multicast tree. In addition, each member in overlay multi-
cast uses more interface bandwidth if the member is
required to send an identical packet multiple times to other
members. Here, interface bandwidth refers to the band-
width for a member to send data to the Internet.

Given a set of the members for a multicast group, the
Steiner tree is the multicast tree using the least amount of
bandwidth in the IP network. A Steiner tree outperforms an
IP multicast tree because the path from the root to each
member in the Steiner tree is not constrained to be the
shortest path in the IP network. A Steiner tree also
outperforms an overlay multicast tree because each link in
a Steiner tree delivers each packet exactly once. Unfortu-
nately, the Steiner tree is not currently adopted for multicast
communications due to its extremely high computational
overhead. In addition, deploying Steiner trees in the
Internet requires each router to update and implement a
standardized Steiner tree algorithm, which would lead to
very high deployment cost and slow deployment for ISPs.

In this paper, we propose a bandwidth-efficient multi-
cast delivery mechanism MOM that adopts the routing
flexibility of overlay multicast but alleviates the stress
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problem by including multiple destination addresses in
each IP header [6], [7], [8]. With MOM, a router uses the
existing unicast routing protocol to find the neighbor
routers for packet delivery. A packet is duplicated only
when it must be delivered to more than one neighbor
router. Including multiple addresses in a packet has many
advantages, as have been demonstrated in the literature (for
example, [9], [10], [11], [12]).

MOM combines the advantages of overlay multicast and
IP multicast. The path from the root to each member is not
constrained to be the shortest path in the IP network, and each
link in MOM sends much fewer packets. Consider Fig. 1d, for
example, where there are six packet hops sent in an MOM
tree. Node 6 sends one packet with the addresses of nodes 11
and 13. The packet follows the shortest paths to nodes 11 and
13 and is duplicated at node 12. Each link sends exactly one
packet. This example shows that MOM has the following
advantages. For network operators, MOM consumes less
network bandwidth than both IP multicast and overlay
multicast. MOM uses less network bandwidth, thanks to the
flexibility of routing in overlay multicast and much fewer
packets sent on each link. For users, MOM consumes less
interface bandwidth than overlay multicast, thanks to multi-
ple addresses being included in each packet. As a result, each
member can send data to other members with much fewer
packets. In the next section, we prove that IP multicast and
overlay multicast are two special cases of MOM.

In this paper, we model the MOM routing problem as an
optimization problem. The problem is to minimize the total
number of packet hops sent in an MOM tree. We use Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) to formulate the MOM routing
problem, which is NP-hard with the reduction from Vertex
Cover [29]. We design an algorithm based on Lagrangian
relaxation on our formulation. We adopt the Lagrangian
relaxation instead of other optimization techniques due to
the following reasons. First, our algorithm decomposes the
original problem into multiple subproblems such that each
subproblem can be solved by each member independently.
In other words, the algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed manner. Second, the algorithm adapts to the
change to group membership and network topology. The
algorithm iteratively reduces the cost of a multicast tree
according to the current group membership and the IP
network topology. Third, the algorithm can find the lower
bound on the total number of packets sent in the optimal
MOM tree (MOM-OPT). Since using the ILP formulation to
find the MOM-OPT with a large number of members in the
large IP network is computationally infeasible, the lower
bound obtained by our algorithm provides the benchmark
to compare with other algorithms for the problem.

Compared with the algorithms that find the Steiner trees in
the IP network, our algorithm can support a large number of
multicast groups because the members collaboratively find
the multicast trees. We believe that members are more suited
than routers to find a multicast tree because each member
tends to participate in much fewer multicast groups than
routers, allowing each of them to contribute computation
power to find the tree for each participating group. In
addition, MOM does not require any new routing algorithm,
and ISPs only need to enable the multidestination delivery in
routers. We also design a protocol based on the proposed
algorithm, and the protocol can be implemented as a client
middleware for overlay multicast services.

MOM is applied to applications different from IP multicast
and overlay multicast. Its design goal is to minimize the
bandwidth consumption, whereas the IP multicast is to
support a large number of members. Previous research
results for overlay multicast focus mainly on scalability [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17] or on real-time applications to minimize
end-to-end delay [18], [19], [20], [21]. The approaches that
improve the scalability are typically based on hierarchical
network structures or Delaunay triangulation overlays. For
real-time applications, approximation and heuristic algo-
rithms are used to find the overlay networks with bandwidth
and delay constraints. However, this paper focuses on
bandwidth-demanding applications such as the distribution
of large files between corporate servers or long-term
applications with medium data rate.

The rest of this paper is summarized as follows: Section 2
addresses the problem description and our proposed ILP
formulation. Section 3 explains our algorithm based on the
Lagrangian relaxation on our ILP formulation. Section 4
presents the simulation results. Finally, this paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we focus on one-to-many multicast commu-
nications. The root of a multicast tree is the sender of the
group, and other members are the receivers of the group.
We formulate the MOM routing problem as an optimization
problem. The problem is to find the MOM tree such that the
total number of packets sent in the tree in the IP network is
minimized. The sender in the MOM tree delivers data to
some other members. Some members may need to relay
data to other members such that each member can receive
the data from the sender. Each packet can include the
addresses of multiple receivers. Since the forwarding delay
of a packet in the router is proportional to the number of
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Fig. 1. An example comparing the bandwidth consumption in a shortest-path tree (10 packets), an overlay multicast tree (eight packets), and a
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tree.
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addresses in the header [7], we have a constraint that each
packet contains at most � addresses to limit the packet
forwarding delay, where � is a positive integer. Therefore, a
member is required to send more than one packet to a
neighbor router if the router needs to send data to more
than � members. Network operators can adjust � to find the
best trade-off between the packet forwarding delay and the
bandwidth consumption according to the forwarding speed
of a router.

We list the input parameters and decision variables of
the MOM routing problem in Tables 1 and 2. Let �SPT, �ST,
��OM, and ��XOMð�Þ denote the number of packets sent in the
shortest-path tree, Steiner tree, optimal overlay multicast
tree (minimum spanning tree), and MOM-OPT, with at
most � addresses in each packet, respectively. We first
prove that IP multicast and overlay multicast are two
special cases of MOM.

Lemma 1. If �1 is no less than �2, then the following inequality
holds:

��XOMð�1Þ � ��XOMð�2Þ:

Proof. The above inequality holds because any MOM tree
with at most �2 addresses in each packet is a feasible
solution to the MOM routing problem with at most
�1 addresses in each packet. tu

Theorem 1. The following inequalities hold:

�SPT � ��XOM jRjð Þ; ��OM � ��XOMð�Þ;
and ��XOMð�Þ � �ST; where � � 1:

Proof. The routing of an MOM tree is identical to the
shortest-path tree if the sender directly sends the data
to all receivers. Besides that, each arc in the MOM tree

delivers exactly one packet if � is jRj. Therefore, the
shortest-path tree is a feasible solution to the MOM
routing problem, with � being jRj, and �SPT is no less
than ��XOM jRjð Þ. The optimal overlay multicast tree is
the minimum spanning tree, which is also the optimal
solution to the MOM routing problem, with � being 1.
In other words, ��OM is identical to ��XOMð1Þ. Therefore,
��OM is no less than ��XOMð�Þ according to Lemma 1,
� � 1. Since any MOM tree, with � being jRj, is a
feasible solution to the Steiner tree problem, ��XOM jRjð Þ
is no less than �ST. Therefore, ��XOMð�Þ is no less than
�ST according to Lemma 1, � � 1. tu

We formulate the MOM routing problem as an ILP
problem. The formulation has the following objective
function:

min
X
p2M

X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v:

The above objective function minimizes the number of
packets sent in an MOM tree in the IP network. The
formulation has the following constraints:X

p:ðp;qÞ2AC

�mp;q �
X

p:ðq;pÞ2AC

�mq;p ¼ 0; 8m 2 R; 8q 2 R� fmg;

ð1Þ

X
p:ðp;mÞ2AC

�mp;m �
X

p:ðm;pÞ2AC

�mm;p ¼ 1; 8m 2 R; ð2Þ

X
q:ðs;qÞ2AC

�ms;q �
X

q:ðq;sÞ2AC

�mq;s ¼ 1; 8m 2 R; ð3Þ

�mp;q � �pu;q; 8ðp; qÞ 2 AC; 8m 2 R; 8ðu; qÞ 2 Ap; ð4Þ
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X
x2Cp

v

�pv;x ¼ �pu;v; 8p 2M; 8ðu; vÞ 2 Ap; v 62 Lp; ð5Þ

�pu;v � � � �pu;v; 8p 2M; 8ðu; vÞ 2 Ap: ð6Þ

Constraints (1), (2), and (3) obtain the identities of

relaying members in the path from the sender s to each

member m in the MOM tree. For each relaying member,

constraint (1) finds the two adjacent members in the path.

Constraints (2) and (3) decide the adjacent relaying member

for member m and sender s in the path. Therefore, for each

member p, we can obtain the set of other members to which

p must relay data with the three constraints. Note that

member p must send data to other members via Tp. For each

arc ðu; vÞ in Tp, constraints (4) and (5) find �pu;v, which is the

number of downstream members served by arc ðu; vÞ. If

member q is relayed by p, then constraint (4) enforces that

�pu;q is 1 for the incident arc ðu; qÞ. For each arc ðu; vÞ in Tp,

constraint (5) obtains �pu;v according to �pv;x of each incident

arc of v. Therefore, we can obtain the addresses in the

packets sent in each arc ðu; vÞ with the above two

constraints, and constraint (6) can therefore find the number

of packets required to be sent in ðu; vÞ. In addition to the six

constraints above, there are the constraints that enforce that

�mp;q, �
p
u;v, and �pu;v are all binary variables. We regard an

MOM tree that obeys the above constraints as a feasible

solution of the MOM routing problem.

3 ALGORITHM BASED ON LAGRANGIAN

RELAXATION

In this section, we design an algorithm based on Lagrangian
relaxation on our formulation. The algorithm finds both a
feasible MOM tree and the lower bound on the total
number of packets sent in the MOM-OPT. For a multicast
group with a large number of members in a large IP
network, the lower bound provides the benchmark to
compare with other algorithms, since finding a large MOM-
OPT with the ILP formulation is computationally infeasible.

The algorithm relaxes a constraint of our formulation to
transform the MOM routing problem into the Lagrangian
Relaxation Problem (LRP). LRP has a new objective function
with the Lagrange multipliers and fewer constraints such that
we can decompose LRP into multiple subproblems, where
each subproblem corresponds to a member and can be
solved independently by the member. The members in our
algorithm periodically exchange and update the Lagrange
multipliers to iteratively reduce the total bandwidth
consumption of an MOM tree according to the current
group membership and the network topology. We describe
how we can solve the MOM routing problem as follows:

. Transform the MOM routing problem into the LRP.

. Decompose LRP into multiple subproblems and
solve each subproblem.

. Construct an MOM tree according to the solutions to
the subproblems.

. Reduce the total bandwidth consumption of the
MOM tree by iteratively updating the Lagrange
multipliers.

3.1 Problem Transformation and Decomposition

Our algorithm relaxes constraint (4) to transform the MOM
routing problem into LRP, and the objective function of LRP
is expressed as follows:

min
X
p2M

X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v þ
X
ðp;qÞ2AC

X
m2R

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap

�mp;q � �mp;q � �pu;q
� �

¼
X
m2R

X
ðp;qÞ2AC

�mp;q � �mp;q þ
X
p2M

X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v �
X
ðp;qÞ2AC

X
u:ðu;qÞ2ApX

m2R
�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

¼
X
m2R

X
ðp;qÞ2AC

�mp;q � �mp;q þ
X
p2M

" X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp

X
u:ðu;qÞ2ApX

m2R
�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

#
;

where �mp;q is the Lagrange multiplier, �mp;q � 0, 8m 2 R, and

8ðp; qÞ 2 AC . LRP includes constraints (1), (2), (3), (5), and

(6). Compared with the objective function of the MOM

routing problem, the objective function of LRP owns a new

term corresponding to the relaxed constraint (4). Intuitively,

for any feasible solution to LRP that contradicts constraint

(4), namely, �mp;q > �pu;q, the objective function penalizes the

solution with a larger objective value. Moreover, any

feasible solution to the MOM routing problem must also

act as a feasible solution to LRP, since the set of constraints

of LRP is a subset of the constraints of the MOM routing

problem. If we adopt the optimal solution to the MOM

routing problem as a feasible solution to both LRP and the

MOM routing problems, then the objective value of LRP

must be no more than the objective value of the MOM

routing problem because the new term in the objective

function of LRP must be nonpositive. Therefore, the

objective value of the optimal solution to LRP must be no

more than the objective value of the optimal solution to the

MOM routing problem. In other words, the optimal

solution to LRP provides a lower bound on the objective

value of the optimal solution to the MOM routing problem,

where the objective value of the MOM routing problem is

the total number of packets sent in the MOM-OPT.
We solve LRP by decomposing LRP into two subpro-

blems. We divide the objective function and the constraints
of LRP into two parts, where each subproblem owns one
part of the objective function and constraints of LRP. The
variables in the two subproblems are mutually independent
such that we can solve each subproblem individually, and
the solution to LRP is just the combination of the solutions
to the two subproblems.

Since the objective function of LRP can be divided into
two terms, our algorithm decomposes LRP into two
subproblems, where the objective function of the first
subproblem is expressed as

min
X
m2R

X
ðp;qÞ2AC

�mp;q � �mp;q: ð7Þ
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The constraints of the first subproblem include constraints
(1), (2), and (3). The first subproblem is identical to the
shortest path problem for sender s and each receiver m in
the overlay network. We can solve the problem with any
distributed shortest path algorithm. Note that the cost �mp;q
of each arc ðp; qÞ in the overlay network can be different for
each receiver m in the shortest path problem.

The objective function of the second subproblem is
expressed as follows:

min
X
p2M

X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap

X
m2R

�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

2
4

3
5: ð8Þ

The constraints of the second subproblem include con-

straints (5) and (6). We decompose the subproblem into the

Leaf Selection Problem (LSP) for each member p inM. For each

member p in M, LSP selects some leaf nodes in Tp to which p

must send data. The objective function of LSP for member p

contains two terms. The first one is the total number of

packets sent in Tp, and the second one is the sum of the profit

of each selected leaf node. Each leaf node q creates profitP
m2R

�mp;q if it is selected; that is, variable �pu;q is 1, where u is the

parent node of q in Tp. Therefore, the objective function is to

minimize the net cost for each member p to send data to the

selected leaf nodes in Tp. The constraints in LSP for each

member p enforces that each router inTp must deliver packets

according to the destination addresses. Intuitively, we obtain

more profit in this problem if we choose more leaf nodes.

However, more selected leaf nodes also consume more

bandwidth in Tp. Therefore, we have to find the best trade-

off to select the leaf nodes.

3.2 Solving the LSP

We design a dynamic programming algorithm to find the
optimal solution to LSP. We select the dynamic program-
ming method to exploit the tree structure of this problem.
For each member p, the method enables each node u in
tree Tp to avoid storing and computing the net costs of all
possible selections of the downstream leaf nodes. In
contrast, each node u in the dynamic programming method
stores and computes only the best selections of downstream
leaf nodes when u receives a packet with k addresses, where
1 � k � �. In other words, node u is required to store and
compute only � possible selections of downstream leaf
nodes. Therefore, the dynamic programming method can
effectively reduce the memory and computational time to
solve the problem.

Each arc ðu; vÞ in Tp needs to deliver packets to the
downstream selected leaf nodes Dp

u;v. To minimize the
number of packets sent in the arc, we have to include the
addresses of more downstream selected leaf nodes in each
packet. Therefore, our algorithm allows only one packet
with fewer than � addresses, whereas every other packet
must include � addresses. For arc ðu; vÞ in Tp, let Kp

u;v denote
the set of packed selected leaves of the arc, where each selected
leaf node in the set is located in a packet with � addresses.

In contrast, let Up
u;v denote the set of unpacked selected leaves

of the arc, and each selected leaf nodes in the set is located
in a packet with fewer than � addresses. In our dynamic
programming algorithm, we obtain Kp

u;v and Up
u;v from Kp

v;w

and Up
v;w of each downstream arc ðv;wÞ of ðu; vÞ such that the

size of Up
u;v is smaller than �. More specifically, we pack the

unpacked selected leaves of each downstream arc ðv; wÞ to
Kp
u;v to reduce the size of Up

u;v. Therefore, our algorithm is
operated in a bottom-up manner.

For each member p and each arc ðu; vÞ in Tp, let "pu;vðju;vÞ
denote the optimal net cost obtained in the subtree that

includes all arcs in the path from p to v and all arcs

downstream to v, where ju;v is the number of unpacked

selected leaves in the subtree. We find "pu;vðju;vÞ in the bottom-

up manner as follows: We first consider the leaf node. For

each leaf node q, with u being the parent node in Tp, net cost

"pu;qð1Þ is therefore 1�
P
m2R

�mp;q because q is a selected leaf node

in this case. In contrast, net cost "pu;qð0Þ is zero and corresponds

to the case that q is not selected. We then consider each node v

with fewer than � child nodes, where a child node is a leaf

node of Tp. Net cost "pu;vðju;vÞ represents the case that ju;v child

nodes q1; q2; . . . ; qju;v
� �

are selected, and we obtain "pu;vðju;vÞ as

follows:

"pu;vðju;vÞ ¼
0; ju;v ¼ 0

1þ ju;v �
Pju;v
k¼1

P
m2R

�mp;qk ; 1 � ju;v < �:

8<
: ð9Þ

Here, arc ðu; vÞ in Tp needs to send one packet with the
addresses of the ju;v leaf nodes if ju;v is positive. If v has
exactly � child nodes, where each child node is a leaf node,
then "pu;vðju;vÞ becomes

"pu;vðju;vÞ ¼
min 0; jPp;vj þ � �

P�
k¼1

P
m2R

�mp;qk

� �
; ju;v ¼ 0

1þ ju;v �
Pju;v
k¼1

P
m2R

�mp;qk ; 1 � ju;v < �:

8>>><
>>>:

ð10Þ

Here, jPp;vj is the number of arcs in the path from p to v.
Note that we have two cases when ju;v is zero. No child
node is selected, or all the � child nodes are selected. In the
latter case, all the � child nodes become the packed selected
leaves and belong to the same packet sent in each arc of the
path from p to v. Therefore, each arc in the path needs to
send one packet for the � selected leaf nodes. Finally, if v has
more than � child nodes, where each child node is a leaf
node, then net cost "pu;vðju;vÞ selects the i child nodes
q1; q2; . . . ; qif g with the largest profit such that "pu;vðju;vÞ

satisfies the following:

"pu;vðju;vÞ ¼ min
i

(
ju;v
�

� 	
þ


Pp;v

� i

�

� �
þ i�

Xi
k¼1

X
m2R

�mp;qk


 i mod � ¼ ju;v

)
; 0 � ju;v < �:

ð11Þ
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Here, ju;v=�
 �

packet with the unpacked selected leaves
must be sent in arc ðu; vÞ, and i=�b c packets with the packed
selected leaves must be sent in each arc of the path from p to
v. Note that we do not consider the packet with the
unpacked selected leaves sent in the path from p to v, since
the packet can be merged with other packets with other
unpacked selected leaves located in the different branches
of Tp. Therefore, we count the packet induced by these
unpacked selected leaves later when we consider the
upstream arcs. Note that (9) and (10) are two special cases
of (11), and the above scenario considers only each node v,
with all child nodes being the leaf nodes of Tp. For each
other node v in Tp, we generalize "pu;vðju;vÞ as follows:

"pu;vðju;vÞ ¼ min
jv;w:w2Cp

vf g

(
ju;v
�

� 	
þ


Pp;v

� 1

�
�
X
w2Cp

v

jv;w

6664
7775

þ
X
w2Cp

v

"pv;wðjv;wÞ





 0 � jv;w < �;

X
w2Cp

v

jv;w mod � ¼ ju;v

)
;

ð12Þ

where jv;w : w 2 Cp
v

� �
is a set containing a jv;w for each

downstream arc ðv; wÞ. The net cost consists of the packet

with the unpacked selected nodes sent in ðu; vÞ, the packets

merged from the downstream arcs and sent in path Pp;v,

and the sum of the net costs obtained from the downstream

arcs. One way to find "pu;vðju;vÞ is to consider all the O � C
p
vj j

� �
combinations of jv;w for each downstream arc ðv; wÞ.
However, we reduce the runtime to O �2 � jCp

v j
2

� �
with an

auxiliary graph in [1].

Fig. 2 gives our dynamic programming algorithm for

LSP. Step 1 sets the initial value for each leaf node. Step 2

finds "pu;vðju;vÞ for each arc ðu; vÞ and each ju;v in the

bottom-up manner. Step 3 determines the optimal �ju;v for

each arc ðu; vÞ in the top-down manner, where �ju;v is the

optimal number of unpacked selected leaves obtained in

our algorithm. Finally, step 4 finds the selected leaf nodes

and the net cost of the tree Tp. For example, consider the

tree in Fig. 3, where � is 3, and the number below each

receiver is the profit associated with the receiver q, that is,
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Fig. 3. An example multicast tree for the LSP, � ¼ 3.
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P
m2R

�m1;q. For each arc ðu; vÞ in T1, Table 3 lists ju;v for each

arc ðu; vÞ, the possible combinations of jv;w of the each

downstream arc ðv; wÞ, and the net cost "pu;vðju;vÞ. The ju;v

in boldface is the optimal �ju;v, which corresponds to an

optimal collection of �jv;w found in step 3 of our algorithm.

For example, considering arc (1, 2), �j1;2 is zero, since

"1
1;2ð0Þ has the minimum net cost. Moreover, ð�j2;4; �j2;5; �j2;6Þ

of the downstream arcs corresponding to �j1;2 is (1, 1, 1).

Therefore, �j2;5 is 1, ð�j5;9; �j5;10Þ is (1, 0), and member 9 is a

selected leaf node. The selected leaf nodes are nodes 4, 9,

6, 11, 12, and 8 in this example.

Next, we prove that our algorithm obtains the optimal

solution to LSP in O �2 � jVpj2
� �

.

Lemma 2. For each member p, the following holds:

min
X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap

X
m2R

�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

¼
X
x2Cp

p

min
0�jp;x<�

"pp;xðjp;xÞ
n o

:

Proof. For each child node x of p, let Tp;x denote the tree

with node p, arc ðp; xÞ, and the subtree rooted at x. Let

Ap;x and Lp;x denote the set of arcs and leaf nodes in Tp;x.

Therefore, according to the definition of "pp;xðjp;xÞ, the

following holds:

min
X

ðu;vÞ2Ap;x

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp;x

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap;x

X
m2R

�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

¼ min
0�jp;x<�

"pp;xðjp;xÞ
n o

:

For any two nodes x and x̂ that are different child
nodes of p, the selection of leaf nodes in Tp;x is
independent of the selection of leaf nodes in Tp;x̂.
Therefore, the following holds:

min
X
ðu;vÞ2Ap

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap

X
m2R

�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

¼
X
x2Cp

p

min
X

ðu;vÞ2Ap;x

�pu;v �
X
q2Lp;x

X
u:ðu;qÞ2Ap;x

X
m2R

�mp;q

 !
� �pu;q

8<
:

9=
;

¼
X
x2Cp

p

min
0�jp;x<�

"pp;xðjp;xÞ
n o

:

The lemma thereby follows. tu

Theorem 3. The dynamic programming algorithm obtains the

optimal solution to LSP in O �2 � jVpj2
� �

.

Proof. For each arc ðu; vÞ in Tp, we can obtain "pu;vðju;vÞ for all

ju;v in O �2 � Cp
v



 

2� �
. The computational time of our

algorithm is O
P

v2Vp �
2 � Cp

v



 

2� �
, which is at most

O �2 � jVpj2
� �

. Therefore, with Lemma 2, our algorithm

finds the optimal solution to LSP in O �2 � jVpj2
� �

. tu

3.3 Finding and Improving the Feasible MOM Tree

The solution to LSP for each member may not build a

feasible multicast tree for the MOM routing problem

because each member independently selects the leaf nodes

to send data. Some members may not be able to receive data

from the sender. Therefore, we use the solution to the

shortest path problem for each member in the overlay

network, which is the first subproblem to LRP, to find the

feasible MOM tree. For each receiver m, the shortest path

problem for m decides the identity of each member p

located in the path from the sender to m, and each member

p can then obtain the identities of other members to which p

must relay data. The solution guarantees that each member

is able to receive the data from the sender. Note that the

MOM tree is different from the IP multicast tree because the

cost �mp;q of each arc ðp; qÞ can be different for each receiver

m. In other words, the routing for the MOM tree in the

overlay network is not restricted, since each receiver can

individually choose a path to connect to the sender by

properly assigning the cost to each arc. In our algorithm, we
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TABLE 3
An Example of the Dynamic Programming Algorithm for the LSP
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first assign unit cost to each arc and then iteratively adjust

the cost according to the subgradient algorithm. Let Wð��Þ
denote the objective function of LRP in Section 3.1, where

�� ¼ �mp;q; 8m 2 R; 8ðp; qÞ 2 AC

� �
. The subgradient corre-

sponding to the optimal solution to LRP is denoted by

rWð��Þ ¼ @W ð��Þ=@�mp;q; 8m 2 R; 8ðp; qÞ 2 AC

� �
, where

@Wð��Þ
@�mp;q

¼ �mp;q � �pu;q:

The feasible solution to the MOM routing problem obtained

by an algorithm depends on cost �mp;q, and the subgradient

@Wð��Þ=@�mp;q indicates the direction of adjusting�mp;q to find an

improved solution to the MOM routing problem, with

8m 2 R, and 8ðp; qÞ 2 AC . At each iteration, our algorithm

increases or decreases the value of each cost according to the

solutions to the two subproblems of LRP. Our algorithm

increases �mp;q when �mp;q � �pu;q is positive. In other words, arc

ðp; qÞ is used in the shortest path form, but q is not selected in

LSP for p in this case. On the other hand, our algorithm

decreases �mp;q when �mp;q � �pu;q is negative. In this case, arc

ðp; qÞ is not used in the shortest path form, but q is selected in

LSP for p.
We explain the adjustment of the cost in an intuitive way as

follows. The solution to LSP provides insights to find a
bandwidth-efficient tree, even though it may not be a feasible
solution to the MOM routing problem. The dynamic
programming algorithm for LSP tends to select the leaf nodes
that share a longer common path to the root to reduce the net
cost of the tree. In other words, for each member p and each
leaf node q selected in LSP, the tree over which p relays data to
q is a bandwidth efficient tree. Therefore, if p does not relay
data to q in the MOM tree, then we decrease �mp;q for each
memberm such that the arc is more likely to be selected in the
shortest path problem form, and memberp tends to relay data
to q in the MOM tree. Therefore, the cost �mp;q, which is the
Lagrange multiplier in LRP, plays an important role in
finding a bandwidth efficient MOM tree.

Fig. 4 shows the details of our algorithm for the MOM

routing problem. Our algorithm assigns unit cost to each arc

for each receiver in step 1. Then, our algorithm iteratively

adjusts the cost �mp;q of each arc ðp; qÞ for each receiver m to

reroute the MOM tree. At each iteration, we first find the

solutions to the shortest path problem and LSP and then find

�XOM, which is the total bandwidth consumption in the MOM

tree, in step 2 according to the solution to the shortest path

problem for each receiver. We adjust the cost of each arc for

each receiver in step 3 such that we can find the MOM tree

with less bandwidth consumption at the next iteration. Our

algorithm stops when the number of iterations! is larger than

a threshold N , when our algorithm can no longer adjust the

cost, or when the difference of the total bandwidth consump-

tion of our MOM tree and the lower bound on the total

bandwidth consumption in the MOM-OPT is within a

threshold �. The parameter 	 in step 3 is a parameter that

dominates the modification of the Lagrange multipliers at

each iteration of the subgradient algorithm. The MOM tree

improves faster with a larger 	, but the obtained MOM tree

tends to consume more bandwidth than the obtained tree

with smaller 	. Therefore, we reduce the value of 	 as the

improvement of the MOM tree becomes smaller.
We illustrate this with an example in Fig. 5, where the

corresponding IP network is shown in Fig. 1a. At each
iteration, the three numbers in parentheses beside each arc in
the overlay network are the costs of the arc for receivers 6, 11,
and 13 in the shortest path problem. The solid line, long-dash
line, and short-dash line in the overlay network are the
shortest paths for receivers 6, 11, and 13, respectively. The
number beside each member in the IP network is the profit of
the member in LSP. For example, the profit of receiver 6 inT1 is
2.4 at the second iteration, whereas the profits of receiver 11 in
T1 and T6 are 3.3 and 2.1, respectively. The solid tree and the
short-dash tree in the IP network indicate the selected leaf
nodes inT1 andT6, respectively. For example, receivers 11 and
13 are selected inT6 at the second iteration. Receivers 6, 11, and
13 are selected in T1 at the fifth iteration, but no leaf node is
selected in T6. At the first iteration, the shortest paths for
receivers 6, 11, and 13 contain arcs (1, 6), (1, 11), and (1, 13),
respectively, in the overlay network, and the three arcs decide
the routing of the MOM tree. Both receivers 11 and 13 are
selected in LSP for T6 because the total profit of receivers 11
and 13 is larger than the total bandwidth consumption inT6 to
serve the two receivers. The solution to LSP suggests that
member 6 relays data to receivers 11 and 13 in the bandwidth-
efficient MOM tree. In contrast, receivers 11 and 13 are not
selected in LSP for T1, and the solution does not suggest that
sender 1 delivers data to receivers 11 and 13. Therefore, our
algorithm reduces the costs of arcs (6, 11) and (6, 13) and
increases the costsof arcs (1, 11)and(1,13)at theend of the first
and second iterations. At the third iteration, member 6 begins
relaying data to receivers 11 and 13, and sender 1 stops
sending data to the two receivers. The fourth and fifth
iterations adjust the costs of the arcs in the overlay network
such that the MOM tree uses the arcs corresponding to the
selected leaf nodes in LSP at the sixth iteration. In other words,
the shortest paths for receivers 6, 11, and 13 at the sixth
iteration include only the selected leaf nodes of LSP forT1 and
T6. For example, arc (6, 11) is in the shortest path for
receiver 11, whereas receiver 11 is also selected in LSP for
T6. Therefore, our algorithm stops after the sixth iteration,
since step 3 of our algorithm in Fig. 4 can no longer modify the
cost of each arc.
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Fig. 4. The algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation.
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We design a protocol that supports dynamic group
membership to implement the proposed algorithm in a
distributed manner. Each new member in our protocol joins
the multicast tree via the shortest path to the sender to
connect to any on-tree parent member in the path, as in IP
multicast. Our protocol has low initial setup delay because
the data delivery starts once the new member is connected
to the tree. To reduce the bandwidth consumption, our
protocol has a rerouting procedure that distributes the
Lagrange multipliers to allow each member to find the new
parent member. The rerouting procedure does not lead to
packet losses because each member leaves its original
parent only after it has been successfully connected to the
new parent member. In addition, when a member decides
to leave the group, it is disconnected from its parent only
after each child member has been connected to another
member. The rerouting procedure is initiated by the sender,
and thus, the sender can control the rerouting speed by
adjusting the interval between two rerouting procedures.
Our protocol is loop free, as long as the corresponding
shortest path routing protocol is loop free.

4 SIMULATION

This section shows our simulation results for the MOM
routing problem. In this simulation, we measure the total
number of packets sent in the Steiner tree, the shortest-path
tree, the minimum spanning tree, and the MOM tree
generated by our algorithm (MOM-LAG). In addition, we
compare the above with the MOM-OPT in small networks or
with the lower bound on the number of packets in the MOM-
OPT (MOM-LB) in large networks. We do not compare the
MOM tree with the overlay multicast trees proposed in

previous works, since the minimum spanning tree is the
optimal overlay multicast tree. Note that the minimum
spanning tree is the same as the MOM-OPT, with � equal to 1.

In the simulation, we use the flat graph with the Waxman
distribution [22] as the network topology to test our algorithm
in networks with different graph characteristics. We also use
MBone [23] and the Internet topology with the power-law
distribution generated by Inet [24], [25] to verify our
algorithm in more realistic networks. In our simulation, each
node is a router, and each member is a host randomly
attached to a router. The simulation results are averaged over
100 samples. The input parameters are listed as follows:

1. Graph characteristic. We generate random flat graphs
with the Waxman distribution. Given the physical
locations of two nodes, the distribution determines
whether there exists a link connecting the two nodes.
The distribution has two parameters: � and 
. The
graph with larger � and 
 has a larger node degree
and a smaller graph diameter [26]. Therefore, the
multicast trees in different graphs have different
characteristics.

2. Group size. The group size is the number of receivers
in a multicast tree.

3. �. This is the maximum number of addresses that
can be included in each packet.

4. Distribution of receivers.

We use the affinity-and-disaffinity model [27] to describe
the distribution of receivers in a multicast tree. With a
positive affinity index, receivers tend to cluster. With a
negative affinity index, receivers tend to spread out. When
the affinity index is zero, all receivers are chosen uniformly
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Fig. 5. An example of our algorithm, with � being 2. (a) Iteration 1 ð	 ¼ 3Þ. (b) Iteration 2 ð	 ¼ 3Þ. (c) Iteration 3 ð	 ¼ 3Þ. (d) Iteration 4 ð	 ¼ 3Þ.
(e) Iteration 5 ð	 ¼ 2Þ. (f) Iteration 6 ð	 ¼ 1Þ.
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at random among all nodes. We measure the following

performance metrics in our simulation:

1. cost of a multicast tree,
2. number of packets sent by each member,
3. stress of each link, which is the number of packets

sent per link,
4. number of addresses in the header of each packet,
5. depth of a multicast tree, and
6. distance from each member to the parent member

(this is the number of hops from the parent member
to each member).

To find optimal solutions, we first adopt a small network

with 30 nodes in Fig. 6 because solving a large ILP problem

is computationally infeasible. We use CPLEX [28] with the

ILP formulation and our proposed formulation to find the

Steiner tree and the MOM-OPT. Fig. 6 compares the total
number of packets sent in the Steiner tree, the shortest-path
tree, the minimum spanning tree, the MOM-OPT, and the
MOM-LAG when the group size is 20. Parameters � and 

are both set to 0.28 in the Waxman distribution, and the
affinity index is zero. Fig. 6 shows that the minimum
spanning tree and the MOM tree with � less than 2 consume
more bandwidth than the shortest-path tree because some
links need to send identical packets multiple times.
However, the total bandwidth consumption in the MOM-
OPT outperforms, that is, is smaller than, the shortest-path
tree and is close to the Steiner tree as � increases, and the
total bandwidth consumption in the MOM-LAG ap-
proaches the MOM-OPT. Fig. 6 also shows that the MOM-
OPT consumes about 20 percent and 30 percent less
bandwidth than the shortest-path tree and minimum
spanning tree, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results with different �’s and
group sizes in a large network with 100 nodes. Parameters �
and 
 are both set to 0.2 in the Waxman distribution, and
the affinity index is zero. Since finding the MOM-OPT with
our formulation in the large network is computationally
infeasible, we compare the MOM-LAG with the MOM-LB
on the optimal solution. We find the lower bound by
solving LRP, as defined in Section 3. Fig. 7a shows that the
MOM tree requires less bandwidth than the minimum
spanning tree and the shortest-path tree, and a small � can
effectively achieve the bandwidth reduction. Each multicast
tree consumes more bandwidth as the group size increases,
as shown in Fig. 7b. Fig 7b also shows that MOM can save
more bandwidth as the group size increases. Fig. 7c
compares the maximum number of packets sent per link
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the bandwidth consumption for different multicast

trees in the small network.

Fig. 7. Comparison of different multicast trees in the large network with different �’s and group sizes. (a) Bandwidth cost of a tree ðgroup size ¼ 40Þ.
(b) Bandwidth cost of a tree (� ¼ 4). (c) Stress of a link. (d) Number of addresses in a packet.
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in different multicast trees, where the number in parenth-
eses is the group size. Each link in the shortest-path tree,
that is, the IP multicast tree, must deliver exactly one
packet. Fig. 7c shows that each link in the MOM tree sends
fewer packets than the link in the minimum spanning tree.
Besides that, a small � can effectively reduce the maximum
number of packets sent per link. Fig. 7d compares the
average number of addresses in each packet. Each packet in
the overlay multicast and the IP multicast must contain one
receiver address. Although MOM requires more addresses
in each packet, Fig. 7d shows that the average number of
addresses in each packet is limited, even when we have a
large � and a large group size.

Fig. 8 shows the simulation results with different �’s,
affinity indices, and ð�; 
Þ in the Waxman distribution with
100 nodes in the network. We vary the affinity index in
Figs. 8a and 8b. With a larger affinity index, the members tend
to cluster together, leading to a small multicast tree. Fig. 8a
compares the distance to the parent member in different
multicast trees. The parent member in the shortest-path tree is
just the root of the tree, and the shortest-path tree has the
largest distance because there is no relaying member between
the root and each member. Fig. 8a also shows that the distance
increases as � increases in MOM because each member can
include more addresses in the packet and therefore can serve
more distant members; Fig. 8b shows that each member in
MOM delivers fewer packets as � increases. The average
number of packets sent by a member may be less than 1
because the members that are the leaf nodes in the multicast
tree send no packet. Figs. 8c and 8d compare the depths of
different multicast trees in terms of the number of members
and the number of hops. We vary parameters� and
 as 0.2 or

0.3 in the Waxman distribution to simulate the multicast trees
in graphs with different characteristics. With larger � and 
,
each node has more incident links and tends to connect to
more neighbor nodes, and the network has a larger node
degree and a smaller graph diameter. Therefore, each node in
a multicast tree has more child nodes, and the tree has a
smaller depth.

Fig. 9 shows the simulation results in MBone and the
Internet topology generated by Inet. We generate the Internet
topology with the number of nodes identical to MBone to
compare the multicast trees in two graphs with different
characteristics, where each network has 4,177 nodes. In the
Internet, there are a few nodes with large degrees [24], and
these nodes tend to act as the backbone routers. Therefore, the
graph that represents the Internet has a smaller diameter as
compared to MBone, and we have smaller multicast trees in
the graph, as shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. A multicast tree in the
Internet tends to span the nodes with the backbone routers,
and we have a multicast tree with a smaller depth, since each
node in the tree tends to have more child nodes. Thus, Fig. 9c
shows that a few links that connect to the backbone routers
deliver a large number of identical packets in the Internet for
overlay multicast, and MOM with a small � can effectively
reduce the redundancy of the packet delivery. Fig. 9d shows
that the number of iterations in our algorithm is controllable.
Parameter 	 is 1 or 10 in this simulation. Our algorithm with a
large 	 converges with about 11 iterations. Note that it is
possible that at some iterations, our algorithm obtains a
solution worse than the solution of an iteration. The reason
behind searching toward a locally worse direction is to avoid
being trapped in a locally optimal solution. Our algorithm
with a small 	 in Fig. 9d converges more slowly and obtains a
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Fig. 8. Comparison of different multicast trees in a large network with different �’s, affinity indices, and ð�; 
Þ in the Waxman distribution, where the

group size is 40. (a) Distance to the parent member. (b) Number of packets sent by a member. (c) Depth of a tree in terms of the number of

members. (d) Depth of a tree in terms of the number of hops.
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solution at the 45th iteration, which is better than the one

obtained at the 11th iteration with a large 	. Therefore, the

number of iterations of our algorithm is controllable, and the

sender can find the trade-off between the overhead and the

quality of the solution with different 	’s.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new multicast delivery

mechanism MOM for bandwidth-demanding applications.

Our mechanism uses less bandwidth compared with both

IP multicast and overlay multicast. The routing of our

mechanism is more flexible than the IP multicast, and our

mechanism avoids the stress problem in the overlay

multicast. The bandwidth used in our mechanism is close

to that used in Steiner trees. We model the MOM routing

problem as an optimization problem with ILP. We design

an algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation. Our mechan-

ism uses less network bandwidth than the IP multicast and

overlay multicast. Moreover, our mechanism uses less

interface bandwidth than the overlay multicast, thanks to

including multiple addresses in each packet. Therefore, our

mechanism is bandwidth efficient for both network

operators and users.
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